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Message from the President

To bring value to the world by providing an industry-leading, family 

friendly business opportunity selling creative, artistic, high-quality products 

that Warm the Heart, Enliven the Senses and Inspire the Soul.1

We had such an amazing summer at Scentsy that we almost didn’t want it to end! 
It was a season of exciting milestones and celebrations as we commemorated 
our fifth anniversary. Our summer was enriched when Scentsy was awarded the 
Direct Selling Association’s Rising Star Award for our incredible growth and 
commitment to ethical business practices.

Now, as our thoughts turn to fall and winter, we are excited to take the 
momentum of the summer to the next level! Each season we are anxious to 
announce new fragrances and new warmers. This season, as we enter our next five 
years as an industry-leading, family friendly company, we are shaking things up 
with entirely new product lines. 

Mid-Size Scentsy Warmers are perfect for offices and compact spaces. DIY 
(Design it Yourself) Scentsy Warmers and Scentsy DIY Theme Packs of exclusive, 
rub-on transfers add “crafty” creativity to our innovative home-fragrance 
products. And speaking of innovation, Scentsy Travel Tins – portable Scentsy in 
popular scents – make it easy to take your favorite Scentsy fragrances anywhere. 

As your world turns hectic with a new school year and a busy holiday season just 
around the corner, I hope you will find the time to curl up with a warm drink and 
enjoy our newest and most innovative products yet – with our continued thanks 
for being part of the Scentsy family.

Warmest regards,

Orville Thompson, President

The Scentsy 
Mission



The Scentsy Story
Scentsy began in 2003 with the powerfully simple idea of aromatic candles – 
decorative warmers with wax melted by the heat of a light bulb instead of a 
traditional wick and flame. Colette Gunnell and Kara Egan, Scentsy’s founders, 
shared enthusiasm for the idea. From this idea, they created a partnership and 
Scentsy was born.

Enter Orville Thompson, who first encountered Scentsy at a home show in Salt Lake 
City, Utah, in 2004. When Orville saw the candles made by this tiny Utah company, 
he immediately knew they had huge potential.

Sensing there was something special about the 
wickless candle concept, he brought a handful of 
testers home to his wife, Heidi, and her mother 
and sister.  After introducing them to the 
testers, he left them alone. When he returned 
an hour later, the women were still smelling the 
testers, laughing and sharing memories.

Orville was intrigued by how smelling different 
scents brought powerful emotions and memories 
to the surface, and how natural it was to share 
those feelings and memories with others.

Within months, Orville and Heidi purchased Scentsy from Kara and Colette, 
bringing the company to Idaho where its first home was literally a metal box. 
Orville had a 40-foot ocean shipping container on his small sheep farm, which 
housed Scentsy’s manufacturing and shipping operations for several months.

Orville and Heidi decided to market and sell Scentsy products directly to consumers 
through home parties. On July 1, 2004, Scentsy 
signed its first consultant and officially became 
a direct selling “Party Plan” company.

Now celebrating its fifth anniversary, Scentsy is 
a recognized industry-leading company. In 2009 
the Direct Selling Association awarded Scentsy 
its highest honor available to young companies, 
the Rising Star Award, for its growth and 
commitment to ethical business practices. 
With more than 40,000 Independent Scentsy 
Consultants throughout North America, Puerto 
Rico and Guam, Scentsy is poised to lead the 
industry for the next five years and beyond.

What began in 2004 as a simple idea has truly grown into something extraordinary, 
as Scentsy continues to touch thousands of lives in profound ways.
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A Simple System
Unique Scentsy warmers use a low-watt bulb to melt the specially formulated wax 
slowly, maximizing the fragrance time of the Scentsy Bar or Scentsy Brick. With 
no flame, soot or wick, the Scentsy system is a safe way to enjoy more than 80 
Scentsy fragrances.

Scentsy gives you options

New! Mid-Size Scentsy Warmer
Mid-Size Scentsy Warmers are modestly sized and perfect 
for offices and compact living spaces. See pages 7-8.
Approximately 4” wide and 5” tall; uses a 20-watt bulb.
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1. Plug it in. Turn it on.
2. Place one or more sections of 
 your Scentsy Bar into the dish.
3. Enjoy the Scentsy feeling!

1. Completely melt the wax in the dish.
2. Pour the melted wax into its 
 original packaging to reform the wax.
3. Clean dish with a paper towel.
4. Store used bar in a cool place or discard.

To Use To Change

Full-Size Scentsy Warmer
Full-Size Scentsy Warmers allow you to express your individuality or 
match your room décor. See pages 13-20.
Approximately 4.5” wide and 6” tall; uses a 25-watt bulb.

Plug-In Scentsy Warmer
Plug-In Scentsy Warmers are great for rooms 
with limited counter space. See pages 5-6.
Approximately 3” wide and 3.5” tall (without the plug); 
uses a 15-watt bulb.



Sand Dollar  Seashells  Starfish  Waves 
PSW-SSAN      $15 PSW-SSEA       $15 PSW-SSTA      $15 PSW-SWAV $15

New! Seaside Collection
Bring a touch of the ocean into your home with Scentsy’s Seaside Collection. 
Classic beachcomber motifs in glowing porcelain add a unique touch to any décor.

Warmers sold individually

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!
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Dandy – Cherry Dandy – Lime Dandy – Tangerine Dandy – Turquoise
PSW-DCHE  $15 PSW-DLIM    $15 PSW-DTAN    $15 PSW-DTUR $15

Weave – Buttercup Weave – Denim Weave – Green Weave – Scarlet 
PSW-WBUT   $15 PSW-WDEN    $15 PSW-WGRN    $15 PSW-WSCA   $15

Sand Dollar  Seashells  Starfish  Waves 
PSW-SSAN      $15 PSW-SSEA       $15 PSW-SSTA      $15 PSW-SWAV $15

A Style that fits Anywhere

Now in new designs and colors! Plug-In Scentsy Warmers are sized to fit into 
small spaces, such as bathrooms and laundry rooms, and designed to have a 
detachable base, making it quick and easy to change between your 
favorite fragrances.

Plug-In Scentsy Warmers
$15.00 each 

NEW!

NEW! NEW! NEW!

NEW! NEW!

Groovy – White Groovy – Brown Groovy – Black Groovy – Rust 
PSW-GWTE  $15 PSW-GBRN  $15 PSW-GBLK      $15 PSW-GRUS      $15 
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New! Mid-Size 
Scentsy Warmers

The simple designs and classic finishes of 
Mid-Size Scentsy Warmers are perfect for 
dens, offices, dorm rooms, reception areas or 
anywhere you’d like to introduce your favorite 
Scentsy fragrance in an understated design.

 

Mid-Size Scentsy Warmers
$25.00 each  

Nautical Collection

Acadia  Hatteras Nantucket 
MSW-ACAD    $25 MSW-HATT     $25 MSW-NANT     $25

Named for renowned American islands and beaches, the Nautical Collection 
reinterprets classic coastal details. Matte faux-stone finishes are reminiscent of 
beach pebbles and rocky coastlines. Rope accents pay tribute to the cordage used 
on sailing vessels throughout North America.

Warmers sold individually

NEW!NEW! NEW!
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Smooth Stone Collection

Jadestone Limestone  Soapstone 
MSW-JADE    $25 MSW-LIME    $25 MSW-SOAP    $25

Contrasting textures and finishes enhance the elegant shape and colors of the 
Smooth Stone Collection. The rustic and grooved design on the lower portion 
of the base is balanced by the highly polished, nearly iridescent reactive glaze 
finish on the upper base and dish.

NEW! NEW! NEW!
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Square White Square Black
DIY-SWTE $30 DIY-SBLK $30

DIY (Design It Yourself) Scentsy Warmers are the perfect backdrop for Scentsy’s 
coordinating rub-on transfer DIY Theme Packs. Each one is a canvas waiting for 
your embellishments.

Beaded White Beaded Black
DIY-BWTE $30 DIY-BBLK $30

NEW!NEW!
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Scentsy products have never been so much fun! Unleash your creativity with 
new DIY Scentsy Warmers and rub-on transfer DIY Theme Packs. Easy-to-
apply DIY Theme Packs allow you to change the look of your warmer as often 
as you like.

Simplify
DIY-TP-SMP    $10

Live. Laugh. Love.
DIY-TP-LLL    $10

Our Nest
DIY-TP-NST    $10

10Black background used to show design

DIY Theme Packs
$10.00 each

Three transfer sheets included in each pack 



Bless this Home
DIY-TP-BTH   $10

Friendship
DIY-TP-FDP    $10

Flourishes – Black or White
Black  DIY-TP-FBK    $10
White  DIY-TP-FWH    $10

On the Edge
DIY-TP-OTE    $10

11 Black background used to show design



Vrooom!
DIY-TP-VRM   $10

Sweet Princess
DIY-TP-SPS    $10

Peace & Love
DIY-TP-PLV    $10

Blast Off
DIY-TP-BLO    $10
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Renaissance Collection

Milano  Roma  Torino
DSW-MILA  $30 DSW-ROMA $30 DSW-TORI $30

Safari Collection

Full-Size
Scentsy Warmers
Full-Size Scentsy Warmers make a statement 
in any room. With so many styles, colors and 
finishes to choose from, you are sure to find 
the perfect accent to complement your 
decorating style. One could be the inspiration 
for your next room makeover! 

 

Full-Size Scentsy Warmers
$30.00 each 

Cheetah  Giraffe  Zebra
DSW-CHEE $30 DSW-GIRA $30 DSW-ZEBR $30

Warmers sold individually
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Cream  Satin Black  Scentsy Green
DSW-SCRE $30 DSW-SBLK $30 DSW-SSGR $30

Scentsy Plum
DSW-SPLU  $30 

Classic Collection

We’re so proud of our Scentsy colors that we decided
to bring them back! 

Scentsy’s signature Classic Collection Warmers are 
available again in Scentsy Plum and Scentsy Green
as well as in Cream and Satin Black.
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NEW! Olympus Collection

Apollo  Poseidon  Zeus
DSW-APOL $30 DSW-POSE $30 DSW-ZEUS $30

Island Collection

Cyprus  Malta  Riviera
DSW-CYPR $30 DSW-MALT $30 DSW-RIVI $30

Isabella Collection

Angora  Lisbon  Merino
DSW-ANGO  $30 DSW-LISB $30 DSW-MERI $30

Inspired by ancient Greek symbols, the distinctive reactive glaze finish and rich 
color palette of the Olympus Collection make a dramatic statement in any room.

NEW! NEW! NEW!

Warmers sold individually 16



Cherry Blossom Daisies  DoodleBud  
DSW-CHER $30 DSW-DAIS $30 DSW-DBUD $30

Bamboo Tali  Boleyn  Borneo 
DSW-BAMB $30 DSW-BOLE $30 DSW-BORN $30

Eclipse  Embellish  Grapevine
DSW-ECLP $30 DSW-EMBE $30 DSW-GRAP $30

Kokopelli  Labyrinth  Liberty 
DSW-KOKO $30 DSW-LABY $30 DSW-LBTY $30

NEW!
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Cherry Blossom Daisies  DoodleBud  
DSW-CHER $30 DSW-DAIS $30 DSW-DBUD $30

Bamboo Tali  Boleyn  Borneo 
DSW-BAMB $30 DSW-BOLE $30 DSW-BORN $30

Eclipse  Embellish  Grapevine
DSW-ECLP $30 DSW-EMBE $30 DSW-GRAP $30

Kokopelli  Labyrinth  Liberty 
DSW-KOKO $30 DSW-LABY $30 DSW-LBTY $30

Bamboo Tali

Soft, fluid lines; debossed bamboo designs; a reactive glaze finish in shades of 
warm taupe and pale, watery blue and green – all this combined with 
decorative metal accents creates a peaceful, spa-like warmer different from 
any other.
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Lotus

Named for the flower featured on its inlaid medallion, Lotus is a study in 
contrasts. The mossy-green reactive glaze finish on the body of the warmer 
is complemented by the pale-green glass-like finish on the center medallion. 
Masculine in shape, and feminine in detail, no two warmers are exactly alike.
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Pembrook  Play Ball  Rustic Star 
DSW-PEMB $30 DSW-PLAY $30 DSW-STAR $30

Lodge  Lotus  Othello 
DSW-LODG $30 DSW-LOTU $30 DSW-OTHE $30

Plantation 
DSW-PLAN $30

Bring a touch of British 
Colonial style to any room 
with Plantation. A highly 
stylized interpretation of an 
artichoke, the fanciful 
flourishes complement 
traditional or eclectic décor. 

The weathered cream glaze 
applied over a warm-brown 
base coat creates an original, 
unique look.

Plantation

NEW!

NEW!
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Wild West  Yukon  Zensy 
DSW-WEST $30 DSW-YUKO $30 DSW-ZENS $30

Sweetheart  Symphony  Treasure Chest 
DSW-SWHT $30 DSW-SYMP $30 DSW-TREA $30

Rooster   Sandstone  Sendai   
DSW-RSTR $30  DSW-SSTN $30  DSW-SEND $30 

Sonora  Stampede  Surf’s Up 
DSW-SONO $30 DSW-STAM $30 DSW-SURF $30

NEW!
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Wild West  Yukon  Zensy 
DSW-WEST $30 DSW-YUKO $30 DSW-ZENS $30

Sweetheart  Symphony  Treasure Chest 
DSW-SWHT $30 DSW-SYMP $30 DSW-TREA $30

Rooster   Sandstone  Sendai   
DSW-RSTR $30  DSW-SSTN $30  DSW-SEND $30 

Sonora  Stampede  Surf’s Up 
DSW-SONO $30 DSW-STAM $30 DSW-SURF $30

Sonora

Unglazed terracotta with subtle, embossed symbols and “handles” similar to 
those on Native American vessels add distinctive Southwestern or Mexican 
style to Sonora. The contrasting high-gloss black glaze on the upper body and 
dish complete the look of handcrafted pottery.
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Scentsy Fragrance Products

Scentsy Car Candle
Our logo never smelled so good! Hang freely in cars, lockers and closets. 
Packed with fragrance, each will give you weeks of Scentsy wherever you go. 
Available in all fragrances.

$3.00 each

Scentsy Room Spray
Perfect for closets, linens and hotel 
rooms. One simple spray can fill a room 
with your favorite Scentsy Fragrance. 
Available in all fragrances.

$8.00 each

Authentic Scentsy Bar
Scentsy Bars are specially designed wickless candles, perfectly suited for all 
Scentsy Warmers. With convenient break-apart sections, you can divide one bar 
into different warmers or mix and match scents. Available in all fragrances.

$5.00 each23



Authentic Scentsy Brick
Now you can have your favorite Scentsy fragrances in an economical 
and convenient one-pound brick. There’s more than enough Scentsy to 
share. Now available in all fragrances!

$20.00 each

New! Scentsy Travel Tin
Portable and convenient, simply open your Travel Tin to release the fragrance. The 
more you open it, the more fragrance you release. Great for your purse, car or gym 
bag – anywhere you need Scentsy fragrance!  Available in 15 fragrances; see page 26.

$5.00 each

Combine and Save with 
our Scentsy Multi-Packs!

see page 32
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Autumn Sunset
Apples, pumpkins, fall leaves 
and spices – a top-10 
fragrance.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -AUT

Black Raspberry Vanilla
Delicious, sun-sweetened dark 
berries warmed with vanilla.

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -BRV

Bubblegum
The true scent of baseball-card 
bubblegum – sugar and cotton 
candy with a hint of mint.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -BBG

Camu Camu
Tropical oasis of lush 
mandarin, camu camu and 
passionfruit.
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -CAM

Cinnamon Bear
Crisp, spicy cinnamon, reminis-
cent of Red Hots candy with a 
touch of cloves.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -CBR

Cinnamon Cider
Tart apples balanced with oak 
and spicy cinnamon.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -CMC

Cinnamon Vanilla
Inviting blend of vanilla beans, 
cinnamon, coconut and cassia.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -CVA

Clean Breeze
White florals with a touch 
of spring; this is the scent of 
fresh, clean laundry.
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -CLE

Clove & Cinnamon
Classic scent of cinnamon 
sticks fused with cloves.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -CNC

Cranberry Spice
A generous blend of clove and 
ginger help define the sophisti-
cation of tart cranberry.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -CBS

Grape Granita
Sun-warmed grape and 
pineapple with undertones of 
honeysuckle.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -GRP

Home Sweet Home
Spicy cinnamon and floral 
scent – a must try!

CC / RS / SB / SK  -HSH

Lilacs & Violets
Perfect combination of lilacs 
and violets – the smell of 
spring!
CC / RS / SB / SK  -LAV

Orange Dreamsicle
A classic combination of fresh 
orange, swirled with vanilla 
cream.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -ODS

Perfectly Pomegranate
Dark and juicy pomegranate 
with a sweet berry finish; this 
is a classic.
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -PPG

Skinny Dippin’
Fresh green apples perfectly 
harmonized with refreshing 
melons and juicy pears.  
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -SKD

Sunkissed Citrus
Lively blend of oranges, 
lemons, limes and grapefruit.

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -SKC

Sweet Pea & Vanilla
Ambiance of raspberries and 
sweet pea petals with vanilla.

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -SPV

Vanilla Cream
French vanilla with a touch of 
coconut milk.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -VCM

Welcome Home
Warm and welcoming with 
cinnamon and spices.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -WHM

Our best-selling fragrances can be found in the 
Scentsy Favorites Collection. Whether you are a new 
or returning customer, you can’t 
go wrong with Scentsy Favorites.

Favorites

CC = Car Candle   TT = Travel Tin   RS = Room Spray   SB=Scentsy Bar   SK = Scentsy Brick
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Fall & Winter

New! Travel Tins

Poinsettia Pine
Sparkling pomegranate and 
tangerine layered with ever-
greens, amber and spice.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -POI

Christmas Tree
Forest-fresh scent of majestic 
firs accented with aromatic 
cedar.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -XMT

Cozy Fireside
Warm spice notes with zesty 
ginger and cinnamon.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -CFS

Holiday Kiss
Mysterious notes of warm am-
ber and rare woods combined 
with exotic spices and lime.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -HKS

Pomegranate Ice
Juicy pomegranate and sweet 
berries with cool, bracing 
peppermint.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -PGI

Red Chili Masala
Spicy blend of red chilies, 
cloves and spices with rich, 
warm amber.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -RCM

Snowberry
Luscious blend of loganberry, 
strawberry, peppermint and 
zesty cinnamon.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -SBY

Spiced Grapefruit
Mandarin and bergamot citrus 
perfectly balanced with spicy 
coriander, nutmeg and allspice.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -SGF

Spruce & Citrus
Crisp oranges with soft under-
tones of freshly cut evergreens.

CC / RS / SB / SK   -SCC

Winter Wonderland
Exhilarating blast of a frosty 
mint breeze.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -WWL

Scentsy’s Fall & Winter Collection will fill your 
home, office or car with the warm and cozy scents 

associated with brisk
autumn breezes and

festive holidays. 

CC = Car Candle   TT = Travel Tin   RS = Room Spray   SB=Scentsy Bar   SK = Scentsy Brick

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Beach TT-BEA 

Black Raspberry Vanilla TT-BRV

Camu Camu TT-CAM  

Clean Breeze TT-CLE 

Cucumber Lime TT-CUC 

Enchanted Mist TT-ENC 

Leather TT-LEA 

Lucky in Love TT-LIL 

Ocean TT-OCE 

Perfectly Pomegranate TT-PPG 

Simply Irresistible TT-SIR 

Skinny Dippin’ TT-SKD 

Sunkissed Citrus TT-SKC 

Sweet Pea & Vanilla TT-SPV 

Twilight TT-TWI 

26
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CC = Car Candle   TT = Travel Tin   RS = Room Spray   SB=Scentsy Bar   SK = Scentsy Brick

Our “yummiest” fragrances can be found in 
Scentsy’s Bakery Collection. When you don’t have 
time to bake a pie, warming a bakery 
scent will make it smell like you’ve 
been in the kitchen all day.

Bakery

Baked Apple Pie
Flaky crust, apples and spices 
combined in a strong scent.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -BAP

Caramel Spice
Toasty caramel, buttery toffee, 
and butterscotch with cinna-
mon sugar and cream.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -CSP

Coconut Macaroon
A delicious macaroon made 
with almonds and coconut with 
sugar and a dash of citrus.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -CCM

Cutiepie Cupcake
Sweet clementines and yellow 
cake batter with vanilla and 
sugary icing.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -CPC

Key Lime Cookie
Zesty lemon and lime enveloped 
in a cloud of vanilla cream.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -KLC

Pumpkin Roll
Creamy pumpkin pie filling, 
surrounded with yellow cake, 
pecans, butter and spice.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -PMK

Raspberry Danish
Loganberries and sweet rasp-
berry jam wrapped in brown 
sugar and flaky pastry.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -RSP

Sticky Cinnamon Bun
Cinnamon and sweet icing with 
warm, nutty nuances.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -SCB 

Sugar Cookie
Warm, sweet blend of butter, 
sugar and creamy vanilla.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -SUG 

Vanilla Walnut
A warm fragrance with roasted 
walnut and sweet vanilla bean.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -VLW

African Mahogany
A crisp, outdoorsy fragrance 
combining precious woods with 
a hint of musk and amber.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -AFM

Bourbon
Top notes of whiskey rounded 
by full-bodied maple sugar and 
honey and charred white oak.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -BUR

Hemingway
Rich, ripe apples and warm, 
woody accents of sandalwood 
and cedar with hints of spice.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -HMY

Scentsy man
Warm, outdoorsy, woodsy, rich; these words 
perfectly describe fragrances in the new 
Scentsy Man Collection.

CC = Car Candle   TT = Travel Tin   RS = Room Spray   SB=Scentsy Bar   SK = Scentsy Brick

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW! NEW! NEW!
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CC = Car Candle   TT = Travel Tin   RS = Room Spray   SB=Scentsy Bar   SK = Scentsy Brick

Romance

Casablanca
An exotic blend of aromatic fir 
and cypress with hints of water 
over sheer white musk.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -CBA

Enchanted Mist
Romantic blend of juicy apples, 
enhanced and sweetened by 
rose petals and rich jasmine.
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -ENC 

Flirtatious
Fruity and vibrant, a combina-
tion of green apple, grapefruit 
and white amber.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -FLI 

French Kiss
Sweet fig tenderly caressed by 
coconut pulp, exotic cedar and 
caramel.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -FKS 

Lucky in Love
Sweet bouquet of mandarin, 
bergamot and orange with hints 
of peaches and berries.
CC / TT/ RS / SB / SK -LIL 

Pretty in Pink
Feminine white florals with a 
touch of grapefruit over a rich 
amber and wood foundation.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -PYP

Satin Sheets
Sensual and earthy sandalwood 
perfectly paired with rich, 
warm vanilla.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -SAT

Simply Irresistible
Lavender with a strong, woody 
background of amber, moss 
and musk.
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -SIR 

Taj Mahal
A soft oriental fragrance built 
on a base of musk and amber 
with subtle florals.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -TAJ

Twilight
A lovely, sophisticated scent, 
infused with soft romantic 
florals and ocean air.
CC / TT/ RS / SB / SK -TWI

Unwind and daydream as you warm one 
of Scentsy’s unique, romantic scents. The 

fragrances in Scentsy’s Romance Collection 
whisper “sweet nothings” in your ear. 

Oxford
A masculine blend of ginger 
and frankincense with woody 
cedar and amber undertones.
CC / RS / SB / SK   -OXF

Rustic Lodge
Warm fragrance of cedar, oak 
and musk with traces of wood 
smoke and fallen leaves.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -RSL

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Leather
Rich leather scent reminiscent 
of an old-fashioned leather 
shop.
CC / TT   -LEA
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Beach
Papaya and honeydew, sweet-
ened with a hint of coconut.

CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -BEA

Boysenberry Moss
Tart berries and sparkling 
bergamot float over a base of 
deep moss and vanilla musk.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -BYM

French Lavender
Pure, herbal fragrance of 
wild lavender from the hills of 
France.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -FRE

Mineral Springs
Energizing grapefruit and ber-
gamot with a mélange of herbs 
and notes of fresh spring water.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -MIN

Mountain Retreat
Gentle florals and juniper 
berries with calming herbs and 
ocean air.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -MTR

Ocean
Cool and refreshing aquatic 
notes deepened with water lilies 
and ocean breezes. 
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -OCE 

Olive Wood & Cypress
French olive wood, bracing 
cypress and crisp citrus with 
woody and musky undertones.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -OWC

Pima Cotton
A light, clean blend of lilies, 
freesia and jasmine.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -PIM

Thunderstorm
Very refreshing, sharp, spicy, 
outdoor fragrance; like the 
breeze in a storm.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -THU 

White Tea & Cactus
A clean, crisp and refreshing 
floral mix with green notes.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -WTC

Spa

Coffee Shop
Your favorite coffee shop! 
Steamed espresso laced with 
grated cocoa and Irish whiskey.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -COF

Green Tea Smoothie
Energizing green tea and fresh 
ginger with fruity peach, 
nectarine and cranberry.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -GTS

Holiday Chai
Black tea and orange zest; 
spicy pepper and cinnamon 
with a splash of cream.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -HCI

Relax and unwind while you warm a fragrance from 
Scentsy’s Spa Collection. The woodiness of Olive 
Wood & Cypress, the aquatic notes of Ocean, 
or the bracing citrus scent of Mineral Springs
all inspire a “day at the spa” experience.

Visit your favorite neighborhood coffee shop without 
leaving your home! The exciting new Scentsy Café 
collection includes the rich aromas of 
freshly brewed coffee; spicy, peppery notes 
of chai tea; and fresh, tart notes of green tea. 

CC = Car Candle   TT = Travel Tin   RS = Room Spray   SB=Scentsy Bar   SK = Scentsy Brick

CC = Car Candle   TT = Travel Tin   RS = Room Spray   SB=Scentsy Bar   SK = Scentsy Brick

NEW!

NEW!NEW!

NEW!

NEW! NEW! NEW!
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Coconut Citrus Parfait
Creamy coconut milk and 
vanilla bean with a hint of 
citrus.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -COC

Coconut Lemongrass
Creamy, tropical coconut and 
sunny, bright lemongrass.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -CLG

Coconut Palm
A unique blend of tropical  
coconut and musky patchouli 
with subtle green bottom notes.
CC / RS / SB / SK   -CCP

Cranberry Mango
A mélange of tropical mango, 
cozy cranberry and spicy 
pineapple.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -CBM

Cucumber Lime
Cool, refreshing blend of 
mellow cucumber and tangy 
lime.
CC / TT / RS / SB / SK -CUC 

Grapefruit Berry
Tart grapefruit and lemon rind 
paired with ripe berries and 
sweet blackberry preserves.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -GBY

Lush Gardenia
The creamy, full scent of classic 
gardenia, with a whisper of 
tuberose.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -LGD

Pineapple Paradise
Rich, juicy perfume of fresh 
pineapple with a spicy finish.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -PIN

Plumeria
Hawaiian plumeria and night-
scented jasmine mingled with 
succulent pear.
CC / RS / SB / SK   -PLU

Tangerine Tango
Refreshing, sparkling tangerine 
and green, fresh lemongrass.

CC / RS / SB / SK  -TTO

Mochadoodle
Delicious roasted coffee beans 
and cocoa balanced with sugar, 
caramel and heavy cream.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -MDO

Red Berry Tea
Raspberries, pomegranate and 
rosehips with sharp, aromatic 
red tea leaves.
CC / RS / SB / SK  -RBT

Tropical
Exotic and warm Coconut Palm, the effusive
perfume of Lush Gardenia, and the sparkling 

brightness of Coconut Lemongrass;
Scentsy’s Tropical Collection can transport

you to an island paradise in an instant.

CC = Car Candle   TT = Travel Tin   RS = Room Spray   SB=Scentsy Bar   SK = Scentsy Brick

Odor Out
Eliminate unwanted smells 
with a clean citrus aroma!

RS-OUT

NEW!

NEW! NEW!
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3-pack gift box
The perfect fit for 3 Scentsy Bars

SB-3PK $1.50 each   

Give the Gift of Scentsy

Make Scentsy fragrances scentsational by giving them in a Scentsy 
Hand-Picked Gift Box. 

6-pack gift box
The perfect fit for 6 Scentsy Bars 

SB-6PK $2.00 each   
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Combine and Save

Don’t Forget to Shine

* Do not qualify for Hostess 1/2 price Rewards or Booking Rewards.

Replacement Lightbulbs
15-watt KE-15WLITE 

20-watt KE-20WLITE

25-watt KE-25WLITE  $1.00 each

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Scentsy 6-pack
Buy 5 Scentsy Bars, get 1 FREE

MP-6PK  $25.00  $5 savings

Room Spray pack
Buy 5 Room Sprays, get 1 FREE

MP-6RS  $40.00 $8 savings

Scentsy System
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice,
plus 1 Full-Size Scentsy Warmer

MP-SS13    $40.00 $5 savings

    Plug-in System
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice,
plus 1 Plug-In Scentsy Warmer

MP-PS13    $25.00 $5 savings

Perfect Scentsy*
6 Scentsy Bars of your choice,
plus 2 Full-Size Scentsy Warmers

MP-PS26    $75.00 $15 savings

Double the Scentsy*
24 Scentsy Bars of your choice,
plus 2 Full-Size Scentsy Warmers

MP-DTS224 $140.00 $40 savings

Scentsy 3-pack
3 Scentsy Bars of your choice

MP-3PK   $14.00 $1 savings

Car Candle pack
Buy 5 Car Candles, get 1 FREE

MP-6CC  $15.00 $3 savings

    Travel Tin Pack
Buy 5 Travel Tins, get 1 FREE

MP-6TT  $25.00 $5 savings

    Perfect Plug-Ins*
6 Scentsy Bars of your choice,
plus 2 Plug-In Scentsy Warmers

MP-PP26    $50.00 $10 savings

    Scentsy Sampler*
3 Car Candles, 1 Travel Tin, 2 Room 
Sprays, 3 Scentsy Bars, 1 Scentsy 
Brick, 2 Plug-In Scentsy Warmers, 
plus 1 Full-Size Scentsy Warmer

MP-SS312 $105.00 $20 savings
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Monthly Updates with Scentsy

Why Join Scentsy?
You notice something different about Scentsy the first time you smell it – it’s 
simple! An elegant ceramic warmer, a highly fragrant scent bar, and with a simple 
flick of the switch, your room is filled with one of Scentsy’s unique fragrances.

simplicity
Whether it’s our opportunity, our parties or our products, simply plug in, turn on 
and enjoy!

authenticity
Real products, real people, real income, real fun!

value
We’ve worked with our Consultants to develop the 
right direct-sales program for today’s generation:

• Products sold at real prices
• Generous compensation for leadership
• Free shipping on party orders $150 or more*

• No credit card fees

* Party Orders shipped directly to customers instead 
 of  the Consultant incur a shipping fee. Shipping outside the 
 continental United States does not qualify for free shipping.

Each month, Scentsy releases a new scent and 
a new warmer through our Scent of the Month 
and Warmer of the Month programs. As a 
Scentsy hostess or customer, you can purchase 
Scent of the Month and Warmer of the Month 
products through your Independent Scentsy 
Consultant.
 
Subscribe to your Scentsy Consultant’s 
monthly Making Perfect Scents 
e-newsletter to receive full 
product information on all Scent of 
the Month and Warmer of the Month 
promotions as soon as they become available! 
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Host a Party, Earn Great Benefits
Earning Free Scentsy is as easy as 1, 2, 3!

1. Contact your Scentsy Consultant to choose the best time and date for your Party.

2. With the help of your Scentsy Consultant, invite everyone you know to come 
  experience the fun and friendship of a Scentsy Party! 

3. Earn Scentsational Rewards while having fun with your friends. After your event, 
  your Scentsy Consultant will help you select your free and discounted items.

PLUS! For every Party booked, the hostess receives an additional 1/2 Price Item!*

Scentsy Starter Kit
Simplicity, authenticity and value. Do those appeal to you?

If so, you already have the Scentsy spirit. If you would like more 
information about becoming a Scentsy Consultant, visit with the 

Consultant who gave you this catalog, or visit us at 
www.scentsy.com.

$99.00
+ local tax and $10 shipping*Contents may vary

Guest Sales $150-$249 $250-$399 $400-$999 $1000+

Free Product 10% 10% 15% 15%

1/2 Price Items 1 2 3 4

* At the time the new party is held.
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